
Podcasts are booming and becoming the favorite medium of content consumption. But just like every

other sector, podcasting, too have some barriers. To cut down these and provide a smooth platform for

content creators and consumers along with the advertisers, PodMiners is implementing blockchain

technology and introducing the �rst-ever global digital radio and podcasting platform. With the

advertisement model, blockchain-based review system, and video streaming model, we believe,

PodMiners will stand tall in the podcast industry as the most favorite podcasting platform in the coming

years.

Global audio market ad spending
(2018)

$31.34 BILLION USD

The global radio market growth
during 2018-2022

$8.01 BILLION USD
At 18% Of CAGR Between 2017

And 2023
Expected growth of internet radio

market by 2023

$4 BILLION USD

Global audio streaming market
subscribers (June 2019)

229.5 MILLION

Monthly digital audio listeners in
the US

105 MILLION

Rise in podcast usage since 2014

157%

Audio is content that can be consumed while doing other things such as driving to work,
exercising, eating or reading the paper.

People are 2X more likely to remember something they heard than read.

Despite explosive growth in the last few years, the podcast industry is lacking in providing the content creators a

transparent and secure ecosystem that o�ers a fair content monetization without any deduction due to intermediaries.

That's not the only problem. The content creators have to deal with the fake reviews, fewer discoverability options

leading to ignorance from the advertisers. The problems are not limited to the content creators, advertisers also have to

su�er. Buying the fake number of subscribers and increasing channel engagements through bots is a common practice

these days and resulting in potential loss to the advertisers.

PodMiners is a free platform to create, distribute and consume audio content. An open marketplace for di�erent stake

holders to collaborate and earn. Implementation of blockchain technology guaranties security, trust, transparency and

equal oppurtunities.
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With PodMiners, it will be easy for content creators, consumers and advertisers to collaborate on one platform

on global level. Blockchain implementation adds more value by making PodMiners an unique, secure and

transparent ecosystem.

With time the PMRE (PodMiners Rewards Engine) will be introduced which will help in building a marketplace

for content creators, consumers and advertisers. With continuous development PodMiners will be a highly

transparent and reliable platform.

TranslateMe Network

TranslateMe Network is an innovative and unique solution for quick online translations in 6500 languages. It is

the �rst-ever platform using blockchain algorithms and machine learning for text and speech translations which

is veri�ed and corrected by the human contributors. It collects the data in the form of corrections made by

millions of human contributors for more accuracy.

            

Total Token Supply: 200 Million

Token Name: PodMiners Token

Token Symbol: POMT

Token Standard: ERC20

Hard cap: $30 Million USD

Accepted currencies: ETH/BTC/FIAT

To participate e-mail: info@podminers.com

Telegram: Telegram

White paper: White paper

Website: ico.podminers.com
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MORE INFORMATION:

https://twitter.com/PodMiners
https://www.facebook.com/podminers/
https://www.reddit.com/r/PodMiners/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEjdmArZFMr2uD_hG0Ryy_A/
https://medium.com/podminers
https://www.linkedin.com/company/podminers/
https://www.instagram.com/podminers_official/
https://t.me/podminersChannel
http://ico.podminers.com/content/whitepaper.pdf
http://ico.podminers.com/
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